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It is deduced using a very general and simple approach that the differential cross-sec-
tion minimum near the forward direction and secondary diffraction peak in 7t p elastic
scattering in the region from 1.7 to 2.5 BeV/c are resonance phenomena. Experiments
of simple interpretation are proposed to determine if this is the general nature of the
dip-secondary-peak sequence observed in various reactions.

In a recent Letter, Frautschi' suggested that
the minima of the differential cross section
in the reactions v*+p-x++p near t=-0.6 (BeV)'
are due to the passage of the P', T„ and p
trajectories through a zero near this value
of squared momentum transfer in conjunction
with the existence of Chew's "ghost-killing"
mechanism' for the 2+ nonet. Under these con-
ditions the helicity-flip amplitude (in the t chan-
nel) is expected to vanish in this t region and
thus give rise to a minimum in the differential
cross section in agreement with experiment.
Frautschi considered the fact that the polari-
zation changes sign in that vicinity at 2.1 BeV/c
to be a confirmation of his ideas. ~

In the present note we wish to present the
results of an analysis of the v p elastic differ-
ential cross section and polarization in the re-
gion from 1.7 to 2.5 BeV/c in the spirit of a
very general method we recently proposed. ~'

According to our results the near-forward min-
imum of the cross section, the related change
of sign of the polarization, and the secondary
maximum in this reaction are due to the pres-
ence of a resonant amplitude. '

Our method is based on the following two
considerations:

(1) In the energy region of a resonance, any
set of amplitudes that determine a given pro-
cess may be written in all generality as the
sum of two terms: the resonant term plus "the
rest, "which from now on we will simply call
"background. " This decomposition has the ad-
vantage over the classical partial-wave decom-

tan6 = I" /2[(W ) -W],
J J J

J J . J
tf ) =x sin6 /k, (2)

where ff is the resonant eigenstate contribu-
tion to the partial-wave amplitude of orbital
(total) angular momentum I (J), 6I its pha. se
or the eigenphase, Z'~J the total width, x~J the
elasticity, (W~)I~ the resonant energy, and
4 the c.m. momentum.

Although only the existence of one resonance
[N~(2190) of spin-parity '; ] in the vicinity of
2.07 BeV/c has been established, ' as Yokosa-
wa et al. have reported that there might be at
least one other resonating partial wave near
this energy we prefer not to ignore a priori
the possibility of several resonant partial waves
in our analysis. We assume, however, that
if there is more than one partial wave contrib-

position that the resonant and background con-
tributions behave quite differently as a function
of energy in the region in consideration. Sim-
ilarly, if there is more than one resonant am-
plitude contributing to a given enhancement,
we may separate them from "the rest. "

(2) The behavior of the phase and magnitude
of the contribution from a resonant eigenstate
to a partial-wave amplitude as functions of the
energy is expected to be satisfactorily described
by a Breit-Wigner form. ' Therefore, in pseu-
doscalar meson-spin- —,

' baryon elastic scatter-
ing, we may write
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uting to the peak in the cross section, the res-
onant energies and total widths are the same;
the elasticities are allowed to be different.
The reason for the constraints is that the sim-
ple expressions we are about to derive [Eqs.
(6) and (7)] can be obtained only if (a) there is
only one resonance contributing to the enhance-
ment, or (b) all the contributing resonances
have the same position and width. ' These for-
mulas should apply approximately if either of
these conditions is approximately satisfied. '

%e choose as our set of amplitudes the spin-
nonf lip (a) and spin-flip (b) and write them as
the sum of two terms,

a=a +a,r'
b=b +b,r'

where

where

a =off (J+2)Pf(cos~),

and the phase and magnitude of each f~ are
given by Egs. (1) and (2) with the constraints
that all I'fJ and (W~)~J (and therefore all bf J)
are the same. A standard calculation gives
for the differential cross section (dv/dQ) and
the polarization (P) ' the expressions

dQ dQ dQ . dQ (4)

(do'/dQ)b = Ia I2+ Ib p,

and

do sin6
Q x& (Iabjcos(n-6)(J+ —,')P (cos6)+ Ib I cos(p-0)(-1) 'P '(8)),(

J-l +

(l,J)

(
sin 6 J J'

dQ k' l l' (l J) (l' J')
($ J) (f/ J'I) 0 t t

P P P

where

(Pdv/dQ) =2 la I jbbj sin(n-P),

P =2 Q x {Ia I sin(n-5)(-1) P '(B)- I b I sin(P-5)(J+ 2)P (cos6)).(
do' sin5 J . J l + —,

'

i (l, J)

In these formulas, Pl (8) is the derivative with respect to 8 (scattering angle) oi' the Legendre poly-
nomial Pl(cos&) and n (P) the phase of the amplitude ab (bb). The subscripts b, r, and & stand for
background, resonance, and background-resonance interference contributions, respectively. The
functions Eq r, ql Ji)(cos8) may be easily calculated and are of no special interest in what follows.

We now introduce two quite reasonable assumptions: (1) The phases n and p at any fixed angle vary
so slowly with energy in the interval W~- —,'I" - W ~ W~+ —2'1 that they may be approximated by constants9
(2) the magnitudes of ab and bb at any fixed angle have an energy behavior which does not depart sig-
nificantly from a k ' dependence in the same interval. (No assumption about the angular dependence
of the phases and magnitudes is necessary. ) Under these conditions the following relevant fixed-an-
gle relationships are obtained:

dQ , , dQ , dQ
(6)

P2 P2 p2

i+r- 6 = —'v 5 = —'v
4 2 4
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d0 dQ ~ dQ 3 dQ

$2 p )2p p2p

4 -2
(7)

—2 4

!
By means of these simple equations, '0 we

can easily extract from the data the resonance
plus interference (interference) contribution
to do'/dQ (P(dc/dQ)] and the background contri-
butions.

We have calculated k'(dv/dQ)~+ ~ at 1.7 BeV/c
(W =W~-21') using as our input the experimen-
tal values of do'/dQ at the resonance energy
(2.07 BeV/c) and at W= Wg+-,'I' (2.5 BeV/c).
We have also calculated this contribution at
2.5 BeV/c from the experimental data at 1.7 and
2.07 BeV/c, and the background contribution,
k'(dv/dQ)~. The results are given in Fig. 1."&"
One immediately notices that while the back-
ground contribution appears to be monotonical-
ly increasing, the resonance plus interferenee
contribution exhibits maxima and minima at
the "right" values of cos6!. In fact, the mini-
mum of (do/dQ)~+~ near the forward direction
moves with increasing energy in the same fash-
ion as the minimum of do/dQ.

The results of similar calculations for k'[P(do/
dQ)]z at 1.7 and 2.5 BeV/c have been plotted
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). It is seen that in the
region cos8(0.8 [-t&0.2 (BeV)' at 1.7 BeV/c
and -t&0.4 (BeV)' at 2.5 BeV/c], [P(do/dQ)]~
reproduces quite well all the features of P(do/d Q).
In particular, it reproduces the change of sign
near t = —0.6 (BeV)2. In contrast, the background
contribution [plotted in Fig. 2(c)] appears to
be negative for all values of cos8 (i.e., it does
not change sign) in the region of interest. '3

We find these results very striking. Only
a severe breakdown of the conditions stated
in our assumptions could give rise to these
results if Frautschi's suggestion was correct.

That our assumptions are adequate and our
results valid seems to be strongly indicated
by the fact that our plots show the character-
istic behavior of a G,~, resonance (which seems
to be the dominant resonance in this region)

interfering with a predominantly positive-imag-
inary nonoseillatory spin-nonf lip background
(with an out-of-phase spin-flip part): (1) The
stationary values and zeros of P(do/dQ)i fall
"close" to the stationary values and zeros of
the function P, '(8), (2) P(do'/dQ), resembles
P~'(8) at W= W&- —,'I' and P4'(8), -plotted in
Fig. 2(b), at W= Wg+ —,'I', '~ and (3) the maxima,
and minima of (dc/dQ)z+ ~ fall "close" to the
maxima and minima of P4(cos8), plotted in
Fig. 1(c)." (When the spin-flip and spin-non-
flip amplitudes are out of phase, the positions
of the maxima, minima, and zeros change with

energy. )
We find aesthetically pleasing the idea that

all secondary peaks in reactions of the type
P+B-P+B and P+B-P'+B' (P and P', pseu-
doscalar mesons; B and B', spin- —,

' baryons)
are resonance effects and wish to propose sim-
ple experiments to test this conjecture. " We
propose measurements of the differential cross
sections at energies R', W~- —,'1", and W~+ —,'I'
in regions where significant enhancements in
the cross sections have been observed. Polar-
ization measurements at the same energies
would be also valuable. '7 In particular, an
experimental study of this kind in the reaction

+p -wo+n would be crucial, since it is a
current idea that the near-forward dip of the
differential cross section is due to the passage
through a, zero of the p Regge trnjeetory. '

There still remains the task of determining
the phase and magnitude of the background am-
plitudes as functioris of the angle and to fully
justify our assumptions. This could be done,
we believe, by assuming different admixtures
of resonant states and determining the back-
ground amplitudes, magnitudes, and phases
at each angle from (do/dQ)~ and [P(do/dQ)]
until (hopefully) consistency with (der/dQ) 5
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FIG. 1. Plots of (k /k R)(do/dQ) at (a) 1.7 BeV/c, (b) 2.5 BeV c kl R i+r
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ave
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from Ref. 5.
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FIG. 2. Plots of (k2/k2g)(Pdo'/dQ) (points with error bars} and (k2/kit)(Pdo/dQ}i at (a) 1.7 BeV/c and (b) 2.5

BeV/c. The error bars for (k2/kit)(Pdo/dQ)i (not shown in the figure} are roughly twice as large as those for (k2/

kit)(Pdo/dQ). We have plotted in (c) (k2/kit (Pdo/dQ)k. The lower dashed lines in (a) and (b) are smooth curves
for {k2/kit (Pdo/dQ) [which are identical to the best fits of Yokosawa et al. (Ref. 5) in the region 0.9 - cose (0.4);
the upper dashed lines are smooth curves for (kt/kit (Pdo/dQ)t. The dot-dash line in (c) is a smooth curve for {k2/

kit)(pdo'/dQ) (which obviously should not be taken very seriously). The smooth curves for (k /k It)(Pdo'/dQ)~ and
(k2/kit)(Pdo dQ}k have been obtained using as our input smooth lines for (k /kit)(Pdo/dQ) at the appropriate ener-
gies (see text). Finally, the continuous curve in (b) (right-hand scale) represents the function -P4 (9).

and [P(do/dQ)]k [as well as with do/dQ and
P(do/dQ)] at all angles is achieved. "&" We
are making preliminary calculations assuming
a pure G», resonance.
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